
“Seeing is believing” 
C70 camera nozzle



“Collect valuable intelligence 
at low costs & minimum effort 
While cleaning”





INTERACTIVE MAP

ADD OBSERVATIONS

ADD HEADER INFO & PRIORITIZE



+ Review videos
+ add observations
+ add header info
+ prioritize cleanings
+ share cleaning info

“login to Sewer Analytics 
to access cleanings”



Automatic recording 10 hour runtime

for any truck

Great CLEANING CAPACITY

workflow integration

A built-in high-pressure switch 
activates 8 super bright LED’s 
and automatically starts the 
recording. No buttons have to be 
pushed.

The lithium-ion battery pack is 
rapidly charged and lasts as long as 
a good 10 hour working day.

The stand-alone C70 camera nozzle 
threads onto any jetting hose.

Outstanding cleaning, forward 
thrust and debris transportation 
with different nozzles and 
exchangeable ceramic jets for the 
best configuration with any truck.

Download videos individually or 
all at once via Wi-Fi. Automatically 
upload to the Sewer Analytics web 
cloud together with date, time, and 
GPS location for each cleaning. 

Superior video
The auto-upright, high-definition 
camera is protected by stacked 
sapphire lenses and always records 
from a perfect horizontal position.

Durable
The pressurized, stainless-steel, 
housing has no external buttons 
and is made to withstand a 
serious beating.



C70 
camera nozzle

C70 6 - 40”

The durable C70 Camera nozzle easily threads onto 
any jetting hose to help cleaning crews and asset 
managers record high definition, auto-upright, video 
at low-cost during pipe cleaning operations.

Once the pipe is cleaned, the video is downloaded 
with a single touch of a button and automatically 
uploaded to the Sewer Analytics web cloud together 
with the date, time and GPS location of the cleanings. 

SCAN FOR VIDEO

SEWER ANALYTICS WEB CLOUD

C70 SKIDS

Specifications FEATURES

Accessories

Scope of use:   6 - 40 inches
Pressure:   2,000-4,000 psi
   Up to 43,500 psi
Flow:    21 - 170 GPM 
Hose connection: ¾, 1 and 1¼” BSP & NPT
Video:    Self-leveling, high-definition, 
   MP4 
Camera:   CMOS, 1980x1080 or 1280x720
Internal storage:  32 Gb
Cleaning:   8x 55-degree & 4x 20-degree 
   jets with ceramic orifices
   other nozzles (optional)
Housing:   Durable, stainless-steel    
Protection lenses :  2 Sapphire lenses, stacked 
Lighting:   8 intensity adjustable 
   superbright LED’s
Battery:   Lithium-ion battery pack 
   10+ hours battery runtime  
   3 hours charge time
Weight:    6,2kg (13,7 Lbs) ²
Dimensions:   D90x295mm (D3.5x11.6”) ²
Tablet:    8”, rugged, IP67 
   Windows® operated 
   GPS receiver

Pressure activated lighting
Pressure activated recording
Wireless operation & video downloading
Great cleaning, thrust and debris removal

Jet inserts
Hose adapters and swivels
Nozzles for different cleaning applications
Large diameter skid with auxiliary lighting
Charging dock for C70 and tablet
Inclination measurement
Customized software integrations

1: For Industrial cleaning     2: Without skid     3: Internet connection required

SEWER ANALYTICS
Password-protected access from any device
Automatic cloud synchronization ³
Automatic registration of date, time and location
Interactive map, observation coding, prioritizing and 
sharing functions
FREE 500 GB Sewer Analytics cloud storage



“valuable intelligence 
at low costs & minimum effort.”

www.vac-con.com/C70

partsdepartment@vac-con.com

888.781.7971

969 Hall Park Rd.
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043


